
Towards a Typology of Morpheme Orders

Hilda Koopman, UCLA

These four lectures are organized around the question if the interface of the syntax and the phonology can
be taken to be direct as far as morpheme ordering is concerned.

The answer to this question depends on specific assumptions about the syntactic representations and
derivations. As far as morpheme ordering is concerned, the interface must be direct in Kayne (1994)’s
Antisymmetry framework 1. In frameworks that assume syntactic head movement underlying word
formation, as in Distributed Morphology, 2, this cannot be correct as there are cases that cannot be
derived by head movement. This means that frameworks (can) differ substantially with respect to the
specific syntactic representations and derivations that are taken to underly morpheme ordering. As a result,
mismatches arise between the syntactic representations and linear morpheme orders in some frameworks
but not in others. Such mismatches are traditionally taken to motivate postsyntactic readjustment rules
–these have been part of the analytical tool kit since the earliest days –, but rarely lead to questioning the
underlying syntactic derivations, or questioning whether such tools are indeed required, or even possible
parts of UG.

This raises the following questions:

• Can we distinguish between different approaches to syntax on the basis of empirical predictions that
are made about the typology of word shapes?

• Do documented mismatches arise because we have the wrong syntax, or is the syntax underlying them
in fact sound and well established?

• Do we need local dislocation to account for morpheme orders?

• Can we motivate, support, and implement syntactic analysis for cases where local dislocation is re-
quired, and sketch a reasonable path for language acquisition on the basis of easily accessible primary
data?

I have pursued ideas to make these questions tractable, by proposing a typology of possible morpheme
orders based on what we know about the typology of syntactic word order patterns that distinguishes
different syntactic implementations. The point of departure is the vibrant research that has emerged around
Cinque (2005a)’s modeling of Greenberg’s Universal 20 (U20). U20 type patterns turn out to (i) generalize
to many hierarchical syntactic/semantic domains (i.e. given an independently motivated (universal)
syntactic/semantic hierarchy, only certain linearization patterns are attested), (ii) show a fundamental
left right asymmetry: the linear order before the lexical category is invariant, but orders after the lexical
head are more variable (yet not everything goes), and (iii) can be accounted for (I assume) by relying on
antisymmetry, phrasal movements, in conjunction with a restricted set of parameters.

• If there is one computational system underlying orders in syntax and morphology, we derive, through
generalized U20, predictions about a basic typology of morphological patterns (which patterns are
expected to arise, and which patterns are expected to be unattested.) These predictions differ from
frameworks without antisymmetry (or relying on head movement for word formation), and hence can
be empirically tested.

• In general, in a single computational system, we expect to find the same word order patterns (as well
as unattested patterns) in the ”syntax” and the ”morphology”.

I pursue these predictions through various case studies (adapted since Neil’s class is unfortunately canceled.

1See amongst others Koopman and Szabolcsi (2000), Julien (2002), Kayne (2005), Koopman (2005)), Kayne (2010) Koopman
(2014, 2017 (2015,?); Nanosyntax (Starke (2010), Caha (2009).

2See amongst others Halle and Marantz (1993), Embick and Noyer (2007), Harley (2012), Bobaljik (2011) Bobaljik (2012),
Arregi and Nevins (2012)
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1. June 13: Background- Expected typology/typologies, assumptions, guiding principles and how-to-test
the typology: a case study of Chichewa

2. June 14: Chichewa continued..
Wolof case study

3. June 15. Local dislocation motivated? (can we construct a reasonable syntactic analysis that satisfies
the research guidelines?)
A case study of Huave

4. June 16 (cf Embick and Noyer (2007))? Can phonology dictate morpheme order (as proposed for
mobile affixes in Huave by Kim (2010)). Various case studies On local dislocation (continued)–

5. June 16: An evaluation of *213: problems and possible solutions; broadening the word order typology
to second position phenomena A case of syntax semantics mismatch in English – and implications for
a syntactic treatment of the ”exceptional” placement of German zu.
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Topics on the interfaces of syntax with morphology and syntax with semantics
ACTL-June 13

Hilda Koopman UCLA koopman@ucla.edu

Some background and general plan

About me: a theoretical linguist and a fieldworker. These two different aspects interact continuously in my
research.

• I like working on languages from the ground up

• paying close attention to linear order and every minute detail that I can find.

• using strong theoretical hypotheses that I think might make the most sense any given time (even if
they go against the received wisdom).

• testing these on different languages. I stick with them as long as they give me results.

• I like analyses that surprise me: they must extent beyond the patterns of an individual language, and
yield Insight into linguistic variation, or new insights into old problems/ (what is uniform and what is
variable)

Theoretical Assumptions underlying my work: Antisymmetry; Kayne (1994), LCA.

• One Syntax: Merge (External, Internal), atoms: small, correspond to single features (not feature
complexes); strictly derivational (bottom up); ”selection” (cooccurrence) locally satisfied under sister-
hood (Spec head Koopman (2006)ward Agree) now called upward agree); extension condition; outputs
phrases (cyclic spell out, and interpretation), phrases are further input to Merge, etc.

• Hypothesis: There is one structure building algorithm in UG: (binary) Merge

• Not: narrow syntax and postsyntactic syntax.

• Not: atoms:feature complexes

• Not: morphology follows all syntax Arregi and Nevins (2012)

• Not: atoms of syntax are ”words”, or ”ordered complex feature bundles”.

• Not: the output of syntax are words (=X-zeros). Spell out domains are phrases forming ”phonological
domains”/ phases .

Theme of the course

• Can syntax and morphology be unified (or to what extent)

.. that there may be no fundamental difference between morphological and syntactic composition
is an old idea
... but whether they can be be truly unified is generally been taken to be undesirable or
impossible...

– Syntax and morphology: Separate components or not? 3

3For an overview that that there is no fundamental difference between morphological and syntactic composition, see (see
Sportiche, Koopman, and Stabler (2013) chapters 2 and 12)
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– → Within frameworks in which there is no morphology-free syntactic representation4, frameworks
differ as to the syntactic derivations they assume:

∗ Distributed Morphology (DM) attributes a major, but not exclusive, role to the syntax.5

From ”Syntax all the way down” (Halle and Marantz (1993)) to a fully separate and highly
articulated postsyntactic morphological component Arregi and Nevins (2012).

∗ Antisymmetry 6 Morphology and syntax are unified. Linear order is read off directly from
the syntactic output. Nanosyntax Antisymmetry and phrasal spell out/ peeling/ lexical

insertion. 7

∗ Representation Theory Decomposition, layers of representations, level of embedding con-
jecture. Special (non-movement) mechanism to relate levels of representation Williams (2003).

– To what extent can the interface of the syntax with the phonology be direct?

..Obstacles: reordering rules (Merge, local dislocation), prosodic structure, second position
phenomena Halpern (1995), metathesis of morphemes, ..

– Can we decide between competing theories on the basis of empirical evidence?
→ Restrict the question to morpheme ordering.

– if so, how?
→ make this question tractable (syntax and morphology: same typology of order patterns)
Linear orders reflect the syntactic hierarchy (Antisymmetry). vs LCA in phonology (Chom-
sky1993), or a separate linearization algorithm (cyclic linearization (cf Fox and Pesetsky (2004)))

0.1 Towards a direct interface of syntax and phonology

(1) Is there a need for postsyntactic reorderings (in morphology)?

..Depends to a large extent on the assumptions one makes about the syntactic representations.

As far as morpheme ordering is concerned, the different frameworks of Distributed Morphology8

and Kayne’s (1994) Antisymmetry 9 differ substantially with respect to the specific syntactic representations
and derivations that are supposed to underly morpheme ordering.
As a result, mismatches may arise between the syntactic representations and linear morpheme orders in
some frameworks but not in others. Such mismatches, when they arise, are traditionally taken to motivate
postsyntactic readjustment rules, but rarely lead to questioning the underlying syntactic syntax. ”Simplest
Syntax is best” rules the field. Similar remarks could be made about syntax semantics mismatches.

4The datapatterns discussed in Stumpe 2002,Stump (2006) remain to be integrated: the discussion goes beyond the current
lectures

5 Halle and Marantz (1993), Embick and Noyer (2007), Harley (2012), Bobaljik (2015) Bobaljik (2012).. Arregi and Nevins
(2012),...

6Kayne (1994).
Kayne (2010), Julien (2002), antisymmetry and phrasal movement Koopman (1996), Koopman and Szabolcsi (2000), Koopman
(2005, 2014, 2017 (2015), Disciullo, among others.

7Starke (2010), Caha (2009), Muriungi (2009),....
8See amongst others Halle and Marantz (1993), Embick and Noyer (2007), Harley (2012), Bobaljik (2011) Bobaljik (2012)..

Arregi and Nevins (2012)
9Broadly construed, see amongst others Koopman and Szabolcsi (2000), Julien (2002), Kayne (2005), Koopman (2005)),

Kayne (2010) Koopman (2014, 2017 (2015); Nanosyntax (Starke (2010), Caha (2009), Muriungi (2009), and Representation
TheoryWilliams (2003)
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• Approach this question from what is currently know about the typology of ordering patterns in the
domain of syntax.
The point of departure is the research that has emerged around Cinque (2005a) ’s modeling of Green-
berg’s Universal 20 (U20). U20 type patterns turn out to

– generalize to many hierarchical syntactic/semantic domains (i.e. given an independently moti-
vated (universal) syntactic/semantic hierarchy, it turns out only certain linear orders are attested
(Cinque (2009),, Abels and Neeleman (2009), Abels (2011),.. among others

– these orders reveal a fundamental left right asymmetry in the sense that linear order before the
lexical category is invariant, but orders after the lexical head are more variable (yet not everything
goes).
This is a fundamental fact that needs to be accounted for, and the search is on for theories that do
so. The dust has not settled, but we can use these results to construct an attempt at a typology,
and start testing it.,

– If there is one computational system underlying orders in syntax and morphology, we derive,
through generalized U20, predictions about attested and unattested morphological patterns crosslin-
guistically.

– If there are fixed universal hierarchies representing interpretation/scope, we also derive, through
generalized U20, predictions about possible and (im)possible linear orders corresponding to this
hierarchy.

– DM makes no predictions (all permutations are possible), and has nothing to say about syntactic
patterns.

Test the typology and predictions through various types of case studies.

1. General introduction and expected typology/typology: Wolof case study

1 How to choose between different syntactic frameworks Anti-
symmetry or Theories with head movement and linearization
algorithms

.

(2) a. Theory internal considerations: set boundary conditions.
b. descriptive adequacy: → decide between different frameworks (w.r.t. morpheme ordering) on

the basis of what is attested and not
What are the empirical predictions of the different frameworks? Do they work?

• Formal language theory defines what kind of syntax we need.

– As Edward Stabler Stabler (2011) and his colleagues have shown frameworks with antisymmetry or
without, with head movement or without, all fall within the class of Mildly Context sensitive
grammars (see Joshi (1985)) for the proposal that the class of possible human languages is
properly included in this class.)

– This means that we cannot decide between frameworks on the basis of specific implementations,
as long as they fall within mildly context sensitive grammars they are equivalent.
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– Important: choosing between theories cannot be based on an intuitive notion of complexity.
(”syntax cannot do that that’s too complicated” ”can syntax do that?” Not ”let’s keep syntax
clean/simple/ = structurally minimal, and remove the messy stuff. )
What’s complicated for us linguists does not need to be complicated for the brain. Stupid algo-
rithm, many small steps, can yield great diversity!

• So, how do we decide?

(3) a. Descriptive adequacy.
b. What are the empirical predictions of the different frameworkssee below for syntax phonology,

and syntax semantics. → decide between different frameworks on the basis of what is at-
tested and what is not attested?

c. The syntax we need is the one that is most suitable for the interfaces with the semantics
and the phonology.
(i) → Clean, direct interfaces. This is the syntax we need independently: and it gives is clean

interfaces
..reason about syntax from the interfaces, which is the appeal of Kayne’s LCA.

General guidelines

General guide to the form of the syntactic theory we are looking for–

• falls within mildly context sensitive grammars.

• models the empirical data, not just for individual languages, but for the typology of human languages
in general.

• makes empirical predictions about what is found and what is not.

• is implementable in Stabler’s Minimalist Grammars (Koopman and Szabolcsi (2000))

• is appropriate for the interfaces with phonology and semantics. (direct interfaces is a goal)

• provides a likely path to acquisition. mapping linear orders onto hierarchical structures

Details of the syntactic representation matter!

• Frameworks differ substantially with respect to the specific syntactic representations and derivations
that are supposed to underly morpheme ordering.

– As a result of specific assumptions about syntactic representations, mismatches may arise between
the syntactic representations and linear morpheme orders in some frameworks, but not in others.
Such mismatches are historically taken to motivate postsyntactic readjustment rules, as in DM,
and are part of the standard toolkit.
In practice, mismatches do not generally lead to a questioning of the syntactic derivations or
surface constituency.

∗ → Contrast DM (broadly construed) vs theory based on Antisymmetry and phrasal move-
ment. Details matter! Can we decide between these two different frameworks on the basis of
the available empirical evidence? How far can we get towards unifying syntax and morphol-
ogy?

∗ → spell out predictions from what we know about ordering patterns in the syntax, and
investigate, work out case studies.

• Specific questions:
6



– Do we need lowering and local dislocation or not? Embick and Noyer (2001), Embick and Noyer
(2007), Koopman, 2015)suggested answer: no

– Is syntax the only component determining linear order? suggested answer: yes

Distributed Morphology DM

DM is in essence a (narrow) syntax → ”morphology” → phonology model.
Word building is distributed over different components, with spell-out following syntactic composition.

• Narrow syntax and morphology use different atoms, and rules.

• Only semantically meaningful atoms are part of ”narrow syntax”.
Semantically empty, but phonologically meaningful atoms (case, agreement, linkers, theme vowels etc)
are merged in the (postsyntactic) morphological component which interfaces with phonology.

• The syntax in practice is a standard Minimalist one (without antisymmetry), with head with head-
(not phrasal-) movement responsible for creating the skeleton of word structure.

• feature bundles are input to the syntax.

• The syntax underlying DM creates expectations about the linear orders of morphemes, namely those
derivable by head movement.

Mismatches require additional mechanisms that deal with what are ”unusual” linear orders (unusual
w.r.t. to the syntactic expectations), or feature combinations.
Operations in the postsyntactic morphology module, with its own structural atoms, structure building
and reducing mechanisms, and readjustment rules/ realization rules further adjust and modify the
syntactic structures for vocabulary insertion and the interface with phonology.

– morphological merger (lowering based on the hierarchical structure ubiquitous)

– local dislocation (based on linear, not hierarchical, order)

– metathesis (reorders morphemes)

– Impoverishment, fusion, fission, deletion (deal with feature complexes)

Antisymmetry and the specific assumptions underlying the investigation

The specific assumptions that guide the investigation are as follows (assuming late spell out)

• The syntax of natural languages shows a fundamental left right asymmetry (cf starting with Kayne
(1994), and numerous books and articles since 1994).

• There is a single syntactic component (no distinction between ’narrow’ syntax (interpretable), and
postsyntactic syntax).

• Syntax is strongly decompositional, with small atoms (single features) and their associated lexical
properties driving the derivation.

• Lexical properties have to be locally satisfied, i.e. checked under sisterhood. (not AGREE, or at least
not searching down)

Important: neither complex feature bundles, nor fully inflected lexical items are selected from the
lexicon as input to merge, with feature checking from the inside out, mirroring the syntactic hierarchy
Chomsky (1992). for lexical properties of prefixes, suffixes, see below, see also Kayne (2017)
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• Traditional verb placement or noun placement results from Internal merge ((remnant) phrasal move-
ment, not head movement (a conclusion that follows from crosslinguistic generalizations), as well as
language internal considerations Koopman and Szabolcsi (2000).
This holds for morpheme ordering as well.

• there is (perhaps) no syntactic lowering (not compatible with the extension condition of Chomksy’s
extension condition Chomsky (1992)Chomsky (1995).

• There is no syntax/ structure building postsyntactically, hence there can be no postsyntactic adjust-
ment rules for morpheme orders either.

Spelling out a theory to Test predictions

• Use the research around the syntactic modeling of Universal 20 (U20) Cinque (2005b) to generate
empirical predictions for a crosslinguistic typology w r t morpheme order and scope.

• Since U20 patterns Cinque (2005b, 2009) generalize to many other syntactic domains (Koopman (2010),
develop hypotheses that allow testing underlying hierarchies (related to the the SSWL project), or the
way surface structure is build.
Koopman (2015)).
rightarrow Left right asymmetries, and preverbal/postverbal orders.
rightarrow Language change, historical change, language variation/ speaker variation.

(4) If morphology is syntax, we expect the same ordering patterns and gaps in morphology that we
find in syntax.

– has consequences for the independently motivated syntax/architecture we need.

– has implications for the cartographic project (which hierarchies are fixed universally (and why))

– has consequences for understanding linguistic variation

U20 and Predictions from Generalized Universal 20

• Approach morpheme ordering from what we currently know about typological ordering patterns in the
domain of syntax.
→ building on the vibrant research that has emerged around Cinque (05) ’s modeling of Greenberg’s
Universal 20 (U20).
This is a pragmatic decision: I think there are problems with the details of the analysis that remain
to be worked out, but also think this is an excellent testcase to focus discussion on important issues,
it plays a role in the development of SSWL.

• We want to find out which hierarchies form a U20 pattern? which do not? Why?

In a nutshell: from Greenberg (1963) to Cinque (2005a) Greenberg’s extensively studied10 Universal 20,
formulated as follows in Cinque (2005a):

(5) a. Prenominally:
The order of demonstrative, numeral, and adjective (or any subset thereof) conforms to the order
Dem Num A (basically uncontested).

b. Postnominally
The order of the same elements (or any subset thereof) conforms either to the order Dem Num
A or to the order A Num Dem.

10Hawkins (1983) Deligianni (2001), Croft &Rijkhoff 1981, and Cinque himself, among others)
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Only 14 out of the 4!=24 logically possible patterns are attested.
These generalizations hold up in Cinque’s now extensive database of 1700 languages.

In the table below and throughout: 1, 2, 3, 4 represent an independently established syntactic/semantic(scopal)
hierarchy where 1 c-commands 2, 2 c-commands 3, etc). For U20, this translates as 1= Dem, 2= Num, 3=
Adj, and 4= N. with 1Dem > 2Num > 3 Adj > 4 N >.

U20 patterns: Attested !; Un-attested 0 11 Neutral orders (no contrast)

1234 ! 1324 0
1243 ! 1342 !
1423 ! 1432 !
4123 ! 4132 ! or 0?
2134 0 2314 0
2143 0 2341 !
2413 0 2431 !
4213 0 4231 !
3124 0 3214 0
3142 0 3241 0
3412 ! 3421 !
4312 ! 4321 !

Cinque’s modeling: 12

(6) a. Antisymmetry (Kayne 1994).
b. An independently motivated fixed universal syntactic/semantic hierarchy:

1Dem

2Num
3Adj 4N

c. Different surface orders (in neutral orders) are derived from this hierarchy by (leftward) Move-
ment (Internal Merge) of
(i) a phrase, that
(ii) must contain the lexical noun.

Variation(language internal or crosslinguistic) is due to the interaction with two different types of
parameters:
(i) height-of-movement: how high up in the hierarchy does the subtree containing the noun move (if at
all)? (This captures well-established empirical generalizations starting with Pollock (1989) study of the
distribution of verbal forms in English and French. )
(ii) pied-piping parameters: determine if the nominal constituent can pied-pipe Adjectives, or Numerals
etc. on its journey up into the hierarchy.

(7) Unattested patterns cannot be derived.

Counterexamples? Yes, there are some. If so, can they be shown to be apparent (yes).

11Frequency of patterns omitted, alternative orders not included/not known.
12See Abels and Neeleman (2012) for a different proposal, which does not rely on the LCA, but External Merge with right

and left linearization, leftward movement only
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• U20 type patterns turn out to:
generalize to many hierarchical syntactic/semantic domains (i.e. given an independently motivated
(universal) syntactic/semantic hierarchy, it turns out only certain linearization patterns are attested,
and

• show a fundamental left right asymmetry 13

• use U20 to explore which underlying hierarchies are fixed
explore predictions about the order of elements before a lexical category X.

• question: Do ”morphological” objects form U20 patterns?

If there is one computational system underlying orders in syntax and morphology, if morpheme order
is entirely determined by the syntax, we derive, through generalized U20, predictions about attested
and unattested morphological patterns crosslinguistically, given a particular fixed hierarchy:

Expected Patterns and Gaps for any hierarchy of 123

123 yes
132 yes

312 yes..
321 yes
231 yes

213 ?0

• Is this typology attested? Are there differences in predictions with DM?
Some orders are expected to arise as the output of the syntax: 312 – these necessitate lowering/infixation
in DM.
(mirror order violations)
Gaps are expected (*213) – DM makes no such predictions.

A comparison: Typology of Expected Patterns and Gaps for 123 under U20, and DM

U20 DM
123 ! !
132 ! !
312 ! !from 132 by lowering 1

!from 321 by lowering 1

!from 321 by flipping 2 and 1

!from 321 by local disloc of 1 to the left

321 ! !by head movement

!from 1 [32] by lowering 1 on 2

231 ! ! !from 123 by succ. right mvt of 1

!from 123 by succ. right mvt of 2

!from 321 by local dislocation of 3

213 0 ! from 123 by lowering 1

! from 123 by head moving 2

! from 123 by lowering 1

(8) On 213: Second position phenomena have a different derivational signature from U20 orders.
Derive as a consequence of epp property on some lexical item with a epp property (satisfied

13 Cinque (2009), Abels and Neeleman (2009), Abels (2011), Koopman (2015)....
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through attract closest XP).

Morpheme orders:

• should fall within the allowable outputs given a particular independently established hierarchy for a
combination of 2 affixes, and 14 for combinations of 3 affixes.

• The inventory of prefixes and suffixes in any language X will restrict the potentially possible outcomes.
→ Case studies. Hyman (2003), Chichewa (Bantu), Ryan (2010) Wolof, Quechua Muysken, Myler
(2013), Eegima Safir and Bassene (2016), Huave, Kim (2008), Kim (2010)Embick and Noyer (2007)...

• concretely Establish a syntactic/semantic hierarchy, (syntax, semantics (scope), phonology), deduce
properties of lexical items (morphemes: this includes phonological properties), see how they interact,
work out the derivations and ask if it a U20 pattern? (what is the crosslinguistic typology?...)

• Predictions about asymmetries. Asymmetries prefixes and suffixes: 123 but not *213
→ Focus on potential counterexamples. (hard to find, and hard to analyze)

• If so, prefixes could potentially be (more reliably used) to establish underlying hierarchies, and typology.

• If so, care should be taken to draw conclusions from suffix ordering, as variation between 321 and 312
is expected (and occurs language internally)

• Apart from working out case studies for individual languages (Wolof): we look at the cases that the
DM literature have show-cased as requiring special postsyntactic mechanisms (merge/lowering) or local
dislocation?
and ask the question: do these fall within the predicted patterns work through each case, so far: yes?

• Interactions with cyclic phonology, and non local phonology are found in 312 cases (and only in 312
cases). Kiparsky (2012), Myler (2013).

• *213: focus on potential counterexamples. (in languages which prefixes)

Expected Patterns and Gaps for any hierarchy of 123: English

123 ! [re [de [activate ] ] ]
132 ! [un [ lock able] ] (not able to be locked)
312 ! [madonna [wanna [ be ] ] ];
321 ! [[[[nation] al] iz ] e]
231 ! [ [un [ lock] ] able ] )(able to be unlocked)
213 ?0

In prehead position, the leftmost element would take scope under 1.

Typology Patterns and Gaps for any hierarchy of 123

123 ! Malagasy ..
132 ! Zulu ..

312 !Chichewa, Zulu, Fulani, Wolof,
Vata, Eegima, Japanese, Korean,Quechua, Huave, ..

321 ! Chichewa, Wolof, Japanese, Huave, Korean, Japanese..
231 ! Malagasy, Dutch.

213 0
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• If syntax and morphology are unified/ a single computational system, we expect to find evidence of
traditional syntactic islands. Do we? (perhaps: smuggling and subextraction) (Wolof and Huave)..

At this point, we don’t have typological data comparable to Universal 20 for the specific hierarchies.
(i.e. the situation is understandably very different from Greenberg’s U20).

1.1 Prefixes and suffixes

• Within this framework, what are the specific assumptions about prefixes and suffixes?
Ill get back to this later!

(9) a. Prefixes are heads (or perhaps specifiers of silent heads) merging with a complement.
they end up preceding the head (either by internal merge, or by external merge)

b. Suffixes merge with a complement, and are endowed with an epp feature Koopman (2005),
(Sportiche, Koopman, and Stabler 2013) that attracts a (tiny) phrase.
Or suffixes end up being suffixes because some constituent has moved past it. (Kayne
(2015))

• The role of epp:

– epp: forces Merge to build a ”specifier”.
Triggers internal Merge, and (perhaps) external merge (expletives, like Dutch German particiipial
”ge”)).

Two basic types of epp properties, with different distributional effects:

– eppcat forces building a specifier of a specific category (Vp, A,.., epp d).

– epp (Unspecified epp) → yields second position phenomena: move closest XP

• Hypothesis:

(10) INTERFACE WITH PHONOLOGY
epp is the (only) locus of phonological restrictions (size restrictions).

Claim: Specific phonological restrictions are stated on the output of the syntactic derivation Koopman
and Szabolcsi (2000), ”grafts” on structure building epp features in (Koopman 2014), Koopman and
Szabolcsi (2000).

→This restricts the effects that phonology can have on syntax to strictly local syntactic environments
at the interface with spell out, statable as a property of lexical items.

These can further combine with Ph-restrictions:

– epp Phsize(min−−max (max=min=light foot, CV, etc..

– epp .. [ [ [ Ph ] ] ] max depth of spelled out Ph material (computed on the output of the syntactic
derivation)
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1.2 Chichewa

Here I discuss some examples from Chichewa:
How do we build up the syntactic analysis14 ?

A linear V Caus Inst order in Chichewa is structurally ambiguous Hyman (2003), reflecting two different
Merge (=scope) hierarchies, as indicated in the examples. (11) is derived by the (remnant) Vp pied-piping
Caus, yielding a regular 321 mirror order: Caus

(11) 1Ins > 2Caus > 3V 321

ı́l- ı́ts- il- a
cry Caus- Ins- FV
..use an instrument to make x cry

The example in (12) however is derived by the subtree containing Vp stranding the Ins. This is a 312 order,
where the head complement merge order surfaces after verb.

(12) 1Caus > 2Ins > 3V 312

takas-
stir-

its-
Caus-

il-
Ins-

a
FV

.. cause [ to stir with ]

Apart from cases where a linear order corresponds to two different hierarchies, there are also cases where two
different linear orders map onto a single merge hierarchy, recalling the variable orders of verbal complexes
in Hungarian and Dutch (Koopman and Szabolcsi 2000). This depends however on the hierarchical order in
which the suffixes are merged. This can be illustrated with different combinations of Rec, Caus and V.

The reciprocal suffix −an (Caus) can merge either with Caus or with V, yielding two different syntactic
hierarchies with different semantic interpretations.

(13) a. 1Caus > 2Rec > 3V (..cause reciprocal Ving)
b. 1Rec > 2Caus > 3V (.. reciprocal causing to V)

The hierarchy in (13-a) yields two different linear orders with the same meaning:

(14) Two linear orders (312 and 321) from the fixed hierarchy
1Caus > 2Rec > 3V :

a. a- ku- máng- ı́ts- an- a 312
3Pl- PROG -tie- Caus- Rec- FV

b. a- ku- máng- án- its- a 321
3Pl- PROG -tie- Rec- Caus- FV
..cause to tie each other

The hierarchy in (13-b), yields only one possible order (from Ryan (2010: 7a, 7b) who cites Larry Hyman
and Sam Mchombo p.c. ).

(15) One linear order (321) from the fixed hierarchy 1Rec > 2Caus > 3V :

a. a-
3Pl-

ku-
PROG-

máng-
tie-

ı́ts-
Caus-

an-
Rec-

a
FV

321

b. *a-
3Pl-

ku-
PROG-

máng-
tie-

àn-
Rec-

its-
Caus-

a
FV

312

..cause each other to tie

How do these patterns follow given the respective underlying hierarchies? The linear morpheme orders must

14contrast this approach to Hyman (2003), ?
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reflect the syntactic derivations below, forced by the U20 approach. Movement is driven by the epp feature
that suffixes have as part of their lexical specification.

(16) 1Caus > 2Rec > 3V (Cause reciprocal Ving)

(14-a)

3V 1cause
3

2rec 3

and (14-b)

3V 2rec 3
1caus 3 2 3

As we can observe by inspecting the initial derivations, the verbal constituent in (16) may pied-pipe Rec
or strand it: the variability is thus in some way related to the optionality of pied-piping, or to some other
factor.
Possible REC doubling provide some insight here. In all (and only those) cases where we have stranding
orders, the stranded REC can be doubled on the V:

(17) a-
3Pl-

ku-
PROG-

máng-
tie-

an-
REC

ı́ts-
Caus

an-
-

a
REC -FV

This suggests the following analysis15, where the REC has climbed up a bit, with the remnant VP moving
to merge with Caus., and Rec optionally being spelled out in the remnant (lack of c-command) . This puts
the burden on the REC (which after all is related to an argument). T

3V 2rec 3 1caus
2rec 3 2 3

which would revise the structure in ?? as follows;

3V 2rec 3 1caus
2rec 3 2 3

This would also mean that the structure is more complex, and that we should revise our numbering
system: caus=1, rec 2 REC3 V 4 yielding 4312

(18) Remaining problem: Hyman’s OT analysis and the CARP template. (stay tuned for tomorrow)

The Caus suffix however must pied-pipe with V. Since 312 is excluded in this case, we can conclude that
this is related to a prohibition on stranding Caus somehow.

(19) 1Rec > 2Caus > 3V
(15-a)

3V 2cause 3
1rec 3 2 3

not * (15-b)

3V 1rec
3

2caus 3

Here we see the causative affix may not strand. This can now be understood as the CAUS not being
able to undergo a short movement, with remnant movement around it. In these cases, REC reduplication
is not possible: there is no point in the derivation where there are two copies of REC with one copy not
c-commanding the other. No chance for the spell out of multiple copies.

15Chris Collin (pers. comm)
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1.3 Prefixes and suffixes

• Within the framework, what are the assumptions about prefixes and suffixes?

(20) a. Prefixes are heads (or perhaps specifiers of silent heads) merging with a complement.
they end up preceding the head (either because of internal merge, or by external merge)

b. Suffixes merge with a complement, and are endowed with an epp feature Koopman (2005),
(Sportiche, Koopman, and Stabler 2013).

(21) words, and phrases
characterized in terms of spell-out domains / phonological cycles.

• The role of epp:

– epp: forces Merge to build a ”specifier”.
Triggers internal Merge, and (perhaps) external merge (expletives)).

Two basic types of epp properties, with different distributional effects:

– eppcat forces building a specifier of a specific category (Vp, A,.., epp d).

– epp (Unspecified epp) → yields second position phenomena: move closest XP

• Hypothesis:

(22) INTERFACE WITH PHONOLOGY
epp is the only locus of phonological restrictions (size restrictions).

Claim: Specific phonological restrictions are stated on the output of the syntactic derivation Koopman
and Szabolcsi (2000), ”grafts” on structure building epp features in (Koopman 2014), Koopman and
Szabolcsi (2000).

→This restricts the effects that phonology can have on syntax to strictly local syntactic environments
at the interface with spell out, statable as a property of lexical items.

These can further combine with Ph-restrictions:

– epp Phsize(min−−max (max=min=light foot, CV, T, etc..

– epp .. [ [ [ Ph ] ] ] max depth of spelled out Ph material (computed on the output of the syntactic
derivation)

15
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